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Anita Groener ‘The Past Is A Foreign Country’
The Dock, Carrick-on-Shannon
19 January – 9 March 2019
STORIES OF DISPLACEMENT are not aesthetic. These are rushed, unplanned, reactive situations, without much time or resources for calculation or intention. Perhaps this is part of the
reason why many people find it hard to identify
with asylum seekers; it is difficult for most of us
to comprehend such an urgent need to escape
danger and to find a safer place.
Anita Groener’s recent exhibition at The
Dock captured this challenge, before we even
approached the work. The title, ‘The Past Is A
Foreign Country’ – taken from the opening of
L. P. Hartley’s novel, The Go-Between (1953) –
highlighted this sense of detachment. Spread
across three gallery spaces, the work itself aimed
to negotiate this distance by identifying and
portraying individual experiences. The challenge
was to situate these stories within a global historical narrative of ‘refuge-seeking’, while simultaneously recognising that each account belongs
to an individual.
Gallery 1 hosted the titular installation, featuring trees hanging in mid-air and linked by
bandages, creating an organised, straight-lined
matrix. Rather than being rooted in place and
nourished by land to grow branches or leaves,
these displaced trees were dry and completely dependent on the structures that kept them
upright. The same space also included a video,
titled Nest (2018), showing a bird’s nest being
broken into twigs by a pair of hands in the dark.
These pieces made a strong opening statement
on both the subject matter of displacement and
on Groener’s recurring visual motif – drawing
in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional space.
Gallery 2 carried the narrative thread from
the natural world back to society. A large circle of twigs, mounted on the far wall, acted
as a diorama of sorts, holding miniature silhouettes of individuals or groups as they travelled along the dark offshoots. Some scenes
were expected, like a group of women carrying
parcels on their heads as they walk, but some
stung with poignancy, such as the man standing with his arms raised, presumably surrendering to an unknown pursuer.
On the opposing wall, five animated drawings, titled Moments (2018), featured short snippets of news interviews with children displaced
from Syria. Even when they were standing still,

the characters were animated, as if at any moment these children would continue with an
update on their current lives. Minimal, handdrawn lines were traced around those featured
in the footage, reducing the emotional content
of these scenes to their most essential and making them difficult to leave behind once viewed.
A series of five ink and gouache drawings
on paper was presented in Gallery 3, further
embodying the allegory of drawing as social
practice. Created line-by-line, dot-by-dot,
these drawings are an exercise in focus. Each
mark is different and unique and has its own
moment of creation. In the gallery’s mezzanine
space, the narrative seemed to suddenly shift
from local to global once again, with a looped
video, entitled Blink (2018), showing thematically-arranged photographs of international
victims who have all been displaced. Though
the images in this film were primarily presented in greyscale, some colours were introduced
periodically, to highlight a particular character
or moment in time, which offered moments of
relief to the intense sequence and the viewing
experience. This piece also provided the loud,
deep, heartbeat audio that resonated throughout the three gallery spaces.
In contemporary western society, we are
trained to be audience members – a mode that
is more often used cynically, to manipulate and
numb our responses to injustice. Groener uses
this contemporary disposition to demonstrate
the empathy we are capable of, when someone
else’s story is relayed to us with care. Walking
through ‘The Past Is A Foreign Country’ was,
without a doubt, a challenging experience. The
artist persistently played with our capacity to alternate between long-shot frames and extreme
close-ups, from painful story to global impact,
and vice versa. Drawing being her primary medium, the artist carefully placed lines, markings,
and lighting to create beautiful shapes, while
making sure individual elements did not get lost
in the process. Overall, the exhibition allegorically uses visual manipulation to take a compassionate political stance.
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Sam Reveles ‘Poulaphouca: New Paintings & Works on Paper’
Butler Gallery, Kilkenny
17 March – 12 May 2019

Sam Reveles, Recurring Dissolution (detail), 2018, oil and pencil on canvas, 91.5 × 152.5 cm; photograph by Roland
Paschhoff, © the artist, courtesy of the artist and Butler Gallery

‘POULAPHOUCA’ AT THE Butler Gallery is
Sam Reveles’s first large-scale solo exhibition
in Ireland. The fourteen works on display in
the four adjoining galleries include Reveles’s
most recent paintings and works on paper. The
exhibition is a journey of an experience which
demonstrates the development and shifts in
Reveles’s work over the last few years.
In the first gallery space, one of the artist’s
earlier works, Cill Rialaig 2, is an elemental example of his previous ‘grey’ period. The paper
is approached episodically; an underlay of grey
wash is erased by a lattice of horizontal scratchy
marks. This method of creating through destruction is haphazardly deployed, revealing the
layers and excavated glimpses of embedded arcs
and veins in white and stone. In the past, Reveles
has been labelled a “graffitist”, as well as a “gestural abstraction painter” and “a scribbler”. His
artworks combust in tangled lines and they are
energetic, chaotic and frenzied. However, as observed in this exhibition, there has been a defiant
shift in his recent work.
Gallery 2 is subdued and still. The four
gouache and pencil works on show seem to construct the pictorial schema with the architectural
coherence of structural lines. Poulaphouca #2 has
six points where the (possible) perspectival lines
meet, dissecting the otherwise blank paper into
shards and splinters. Reveles has attempted to
encapsulate the three-dimension quality of landscape into a reduced and distilled representation.
It’s as if a kaleidoscopic camera obscura has been
used. The traditional organisation of the vanishing point, horizon and field of projection have
been reconfigured to produce a constellation of
shattered pieces. Although the perspective has
been pinched and pulled, a certain depth is still
present; the two large concave forms meet at the
centre and there is a darkened sinking sensation.
It is important to know that Poulaphouca
is a reservoir to Blessington Lakes in County Wicklow – a body of water spanning more
than twenty kilometres. Having spent a lot time
at these lakes myself, I wonder if these plotted
lines represent actual viewing points? Is this an
aerial view of Poulaphouca, mapping the myriad
of surveying sites that circulate the lakes? As an
abstract representation of the place, these artworks appear to dismiss the limits of time and

distance, instead seizing upon a more dynamic
form of observation.
In the final space, the exhibition culminates
with three large oil paintings. Recurring Dissolution epitomises Wicklow as the ‘Garden of
Ireland’. The complex composition breaks the
horizontal frieze into a multitude of coloured
facets: vermillion green, canary yellow and cornflower blue. The same accumulative layering
is present here – the blank canvas is exposed
with its mapped measurements in pencil, while
clusters of colour build up to form a concentric
motion. Throughout the work there are small
conscious gaps of bare canvas, perhaps rendering
dappled light on the water or rays caught within
the trees. Reveles is transfixed by the constant
transformations that occur in nature, capturing
its moving moments and emphasising our failure to ever connect with it entirely.
It is evident that Reveles has a very meditative relationship with nature. There is a particular essentialism in his work, whereby he
persistently alludes to a deepened spirituality,
successfully conveyed through the process of abstraction to individualise features and enhance
essential forms. Reveles’s paintings also encapsulate his own experiential relationship with the
landscape of Poulaphouca. In a fronto-parallel
medium, he offers the viewer a plurality of encountered moments that have been imprisoned
upon a singular surface – defying space, time and
distance. The result is an ethereal and weightless
portrayal of the place with a compelling electricity, as if channeling the functionality of Poulaphouca reservoir, where hydroelectric energy is
harnessed to an electric means.
In all, Reveles has personalised the process
of abstraction and, in my opinion, has made it
approachable and familiar. To engage with this
exhibition, time is needed. The works demand
extended engagement, to fully observe them and
to immerse oneself in the immense landscapes
that the artist is depicting.
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